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The potential repository system is intended to isolate high-level
radioactivewaste at Yucca Mountain accord/nl_to the performance objective-
-10 CFR 60.112. One subsystem that may contributeto achieving this oblective
is the sealing subsystem. ThissubsystcmLs_mprised of sealing compon;_ntsin
the shafts, ramps,hnderpound networkof dnfts, and the exploratoryboreholes.
Sealing componentscan be rigid,as in the case of a shaft seal, or can be more
compressible,as m the case of driftfill comprisedof auned rockfdl.This.pal_.r
presents the preliminary seismic response of discrete sealing components m
welded and fionwelded tuff. Specia/consideration is given to evaluating the
stress in the seal, and the behmriorof the interfacebetween the seal and the
rock. The seismic responses are computed using both. static,and d!_/nantic
analyses. Also presented is an evaluanon of the maximumseismic response
encounteredby a drift seal with respect to the angle of incidence of the seismic
wave. Mitigation strategies and seismic design considerations are proposed
which can potentially enhance the overall responseof the sealing component
and subsequently,the performanceof the overallrepository,system.
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Introduction

The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project, managed by the U.S.
Department of Energy, is examining the suitability of disposing of high-level
radioactive waste in a mined geologic repository at Yucca Mountain. Yucca
Mountain is located on and adjacent to the Nevada Test Site, Nye County,
Nevada, and is situated in a region which has experienced a moderate level of
seismic activity in the past.

Currently, the potential geologic repository would consist of an
underground network of drifts. The majority of the drifts would contain the
waste, while some would be used to gain access to the waste dispcksalareas or be
used to develop the repository. The majority of these driftswould be horizontal
or slightly inclined from the horizontal. Access to the underground drifts would
be achieved by ramps entering the disposal horizon at the northand south ends
of the repository. Additional access to the underground disposal area would be
obtained from several shafts.

Development of the entire, potential repository, including underground
drifts, ramps, and shafts, would occur in the unsaturated zone. The potential
distance (depth) from the surface to the repository would range from 200 to
400 m. The geology is comprised predominantly of ash-flow tufts. The
stratigraphy,starting at the surface, is comprised of: the Tiva Canyon Member
(TCW), which predominantly contains moderately to densely welded, highly
fi'acturedtuff; the Paintbrush nonwelded tu__(PTn), which includes the Yucca
Mountain and Pah Canyon Members, the Topopah Spring Member (TSw2),
which is predominantly densely welded, highly fractured tuff; and the
Tuffaceous Beds of Calico Hills (CHnl), which are nonwelded to partially
welded tuff. The.majority of potential repository development would occur at
the disposal horizon located in the TSw2. The ramps and shafts would
penetrate the TCw, the Irl'n, and the TSw2. A limited amount of drifting is
planned in the CHnl, primarilyfor geologic exploration purposes.

Following the placement of the high-level waste in the disposal areas, the
underground network of drifts, ramps, Shafts, and exploratory boreholes would
be backfilled and sealed. The engineered components (here termed the sealing
components), which will be placed in the underground facility, are collectively
tern_ed_e sealing subsystem. The primary0bjectivt.of the sealing subsystem is
to contribute to tlie ]so|auon of the radioaOive waste. Sealing components ano
concepts have been identified previously (Fernandez and Freshle?/, 1984; and
DOE. 1989) which would contribute to the radioactive waste tsolation by
restri,_'fingth'eamount of water which could potentially contact the waste and by
controlling the release to the accessible environment. Based on hydrologic
considerations, the vrovosed design life for selected sealing components in
drif_ and shafts is 500"and 1,000 years, respecti'vely. Currently, there are no
spectfic performance requirements for general backfill in dnfts (Fernandez
et al., 1987).

The sealing components can be categorized.into two material _s:
earthen.materials and cementitious-based materials, lne primalypm)osopny oi
the sealing program is to broadly u.ceearthen materials and to use cementltious-
based materials ".mselected areas where specific performance is desired. For
example, the majority of shahs are proposed to be filled with a well-graded,
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dense rockfill together with several cementitious-based seals to control
settlement (if needed) and to restrict water leakage into the lower portion of
the shaft or flow of a/r out of the shaft. In the underground drif'is, rockfill
having a high permeability is proposed to control water flow to selected
drainage ar.eas. Using bulldi.eads or ivckfilh having a reduced permeability can
wen restrict the lateral migration of water movement in the drift. The
re.m_dnderof this paper addresses the potential impact of seismic motions onboth maybe
• e final dedgn of the rep_tory.

Deformafional Modes of Sealing ComDonentg
w - --

Deformation of seals and backfill caused by ground motion an.d fault

movement are considered in thtanl_wr"These'd'seah deformational modes includedisplacement of ddfl/sh_t fill . due to fault s.lippage (Figure la),
settlement of granular materials due to setsmtcground motion (Figure lh), and
separation between the seal and the surrounding rock due to induced strains
from the seismic wave (Figures lc and ld). Each _ discussed below.

]_aultSlivpa__-North/south-trendin. g Basin-and-Range faults are present in the
:i Yucca Mbuntain area. The faults m the area of the repository have recurrent
' slippage on the order of tens of thousands of years or longer. For example,

return periods of rupture displacement of > 10 cm sre about 12,500, 37,000,
: 57,150, 90,900, and 260,000 years forthe Paintbrush Canyon,Midway Valley,
i Bow Ridge, Ghost D_mace,and Sever Wash faults, respectively (URS/John A.

Blume & _ates, Engineers, 1987). Generally, the faults within the depths
of interest of the underground facility are vertical or near-vertical. The only
major fault trace within the repository disposal area is the Ghost Dance Fault.
Depending on the location of the surface facility, the only other major fault
trace which may be intercepted would be the Bow Ridge Fault. No significant

deterioration .inseal. .c°mponent performance,, and consecLuuently,andreosito_tperformance, Is anticipated from shppage along the Bow Rldge Ghost
Dance faults. Localized deformation Of seal components in drifts could occur
due to fault slippage, however, the magnitude of deformation is anticipated to
be low (< 10 cre)and infrequent (see above). Such deformation could be easily
compensated by the selection of a suitable material or by seal component
design. For example, lengthen the seal to enhance its reliability. Because of the
high-angle dip of the faults and by proper siting of the shafts, displacement of
sealing components in shafts is considered unlikely. From the preceding
_on, it is unh'ke.ly_at the displacement of the sealing components due to
fault slippage will significantly degrade the ability to effectively seal the
repodtory.

....... ' .-Ea_. en.materie_ p.redo".m_tl_ gr_..ulm"
materials excavatee aurmg re,_0utory aeve_opment, wm oe remtr.oaucea into
the repository shafts and drifts and represent the most pervasxve sealing
component. While there would most likely be.different lp_..d.ationsof these
materiab, the majority of gra.dationswould most likely be sand-like _ no
clay additives are included m the gradation, lt is well known that loose Lud
medium sands undergo measurable umlement from ground motions induced
from earthquakes. Even very dense sands, having a relative density (Dr) of
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809b, can undergo measurable settlement _itm and Byme, 1976). The dynam/c
shear attains Ca.usingthese settlements rr_sult fr,_m three components of
earthquakemouom: the l._tu.di_l P-waveand rw_ typesof S-waves.(Bath,
1979), the horizontally...... potanze 0 b_ w_..eand the crthbgonally polarized Sv
wave w_ma veruc_ucomponentoz mouon. The horizontalcomPgnentsof
motion, which give rise to the shear strains, have the _eatest influence in
de_ the Oanular m_,. rials. For dry mils, densifimtion is .causedby the
rearxangement, of the grams to a more itable state under grma_tyand static
loads.. DepencUng on .the amplitude of the shear str_., _ gradation of the
mmr . .p  ee sha. .of rate p0m1,1e..In
llene.rag aensm .c_.on oz granutar, matemzs _ a .nmcuon of (I) the relative
dem]tyof the soil,(2) the .mgmtude.of.the,cyclicshearstrata, (3) the
manber of .straincycles or previous strata h/story_Su_.¢.r.andSeed, 1971;Pyke et
aL, 1975; Finn and Byme, 1976;Gabr, 1986; and Sawicki and Swidzimki, 1989).

For saturated sands, the potential for liquefaction exists. Under certain
clic loading ¢on_fions, the pore water pressures will increase as the cycl/c
ear strain ampt/tude and duration increases. Concurrently, the effective

_ pressuredecreases. This reduction in the effective pressure c_rresP0nds to a
,_ reoucuon in the abRityof the cohesionless soft to resiStshear defc,rmationunder
_ the earthquake loadi_, conditions. When the confining pressure is equal to the

pore water pressure, liquefaction occurs resulting in seti.lement of the grains in
i_ the soil mass. The sign_cance of this deformafional mode is discussed later in
_ this paper.
_t

-- De,b0nding at the Seal-Rock lnterface-'I_e potential for debonding at the seal-
rock interface depends on the differential, deformafional response of both the
seal and the rock tO the cyclic shear strains induced by both the P- and the S-

' wave components of the earthquake motion. As the wave moves past the sea],
- both the rock and seal will deform depending on their elastic properties. A

structural evaluazion of seal in an underground opening in rock is presented
, later in this paper.

Deformational Response of Granular Materials

: The current performance requirements developed by Fernandez et al.
• (1987 and 1989) were based on selected water inflow and airborne release

scenarios. Two important conclusions reached in these studies which are
relevant to this paper are (1) to reduce thermally driven airflow out of the
shafts, it is most effective to fill .shafts..and ramps recessing the repository, and
little reduc'aon m flow .rateis achieved by backfillingthe drifts;and(2) for both
the waterflow and mr'flow scenarios considered, a saturated hydraulic
conductivity of 10_zcm/s or an equivalent atr conductivity of 3 x 104 m/rain for

" the fill in the shafts andthe ramps is recommended.

These performance requ!'rem.entssugg_t that backfilling the shafts and
ram_ conm'butes more to enhancing the performance of the repordtorythan
ba_ the .d,_ Addifionalby,the requirements for the shaft and _ fill
are easily achievable. However, because development of additional
_pe.rforman,_ reqmrements for the granulm materiais in drifts, _hafts, and ramps

- (I.e., oac_ul), are currently un_er wa_, and because these requirements are
evolving, a brief _,_on of the significance of ground motions on granular

-- materials is given below.

' Pqplq'" ' l'ir ll]lal, ,i,_ , , ,,r iiiJ,.... _i_ql , q qllp_ , _i li 1 sao .... , I_ r ' l,)l_q_, ,l_p'"_'III' nile' ..... qp" PMI II



Repository development requires eztracting rock from the waste
emplacement and non-waste emplacement roo .ms. This extracted granular
material will be used to seal _) the re_tory. Th.e current plan is to

the weld_ and nonwelded.mffs using a Tunnel Bonng _e (TI3.M);
With this _on method in mind, an.attempt was made to .obtain _rplcal
Iradation curves for extracted ruffs using a TBM. The gradation curves are
illustrated in Figure 2. Curves 1 and 2 were pnera_.d for welded tuff..l_.e
Colorado School of Mines (CSM) evaluated the performance of both disk
cutters and point-attack cutters on a linear cutting machine. The resulting
curves, wh/c_ assumed a cutter separation of 4 in. and a pene._on of 0.3
are ill_ in Figure 2 as oarves 1 m_d2 for disk and pomt-a._ cutters,
respectively (Gertsch and Ozdemir, 1992). Curves3 and 4 were .obtained from
a TBM operation in nonwelded tuff. The.samples were obtained from the
Wahmom_eFormation at Little Scull Mountain st the Nevada Test Site.

Using the Unified Soft Cl.a_.".carl.on,the _lstions of ali four curves
fell into the GW category, which Is described as a well-graded gravel,
gravel/sand mixture wit_ Ifttle or no fines. While.these _rada.fions _ be
mo¢fi.'fled by the removal or addition ot certain sized .ma..tenats,the grs_tions
indicate that the as.mined materials would have a hlgh saturated hydraulic
conductivity and would behave more similarly to a sand than to a clay when
subjected to earthquake loads.

Because the repository is located in the unsaturated zone, si_fificant
amounts of water are not expected in the underground disposal area. If water
does occur, it will likely occur as discrete, water-producing zones. The current
concept is to drain thls water into the highly fractured TSw2 at the disposal
area. Recent analyses of water flow through backfill at the repository horizon
indicated that a fairly large and infrequent inflow (for the unsaturatedzone) of
I gpm could be draived into a 220-m segment of drift floor. Further, this
segment could be reduced to 20 m by placing a backfiH having a lower
hydraulic conductivitythan the general bac]dill (Fernandez et al., 1992).

Based on (I) the previous discussion, (2) the ability of the highly
fractured TSw2 to dram water, and (3) the relative ease in enhancing the
drainage capabi]Ry of the drift floor if necessary (Fernandez and Fres.hley,
1984), zt is highly unlikely that the drift backfill will be fully saturate(] an(]
subje_ to liquefaction. Therefore, the more likely condition for the backfill will
be dry or pm-ti_Uysaturated.

Documented case histo.ries citing setdemeat of dry and partially
saturated _ular materials, s/mfl.ar _wthe t_)e of rock. co.ns_idercdhere,.do
not exist. However, experience m the performance of ean_l Osms Ojx_.g
earth_es suggests settlement on the.order of 10_ or le_ of the to.tal ¢t_m
heist (Seed, 1973). Another investigation by Ledt>e.tter(1983), ¢on_uoea t_t
earthquake-induced surface settlements nave ran8_ trom 0.7 to 1_'o 0z layer
_hickness for relatively few "ncidences where reliable estimates ot semernent
were made. Therefore, aL1Gwvalu.e is conudered a reasonable upper bound on
the votential settlement, provided the ftu is well graded and properly
compacted. Settlemen_ of this magnitude ts not expected to degrade the
revository verformance. However, because the current design basis is to
ba_ckfill,it _s reasonable to establish a tentative design goal of settlement of
< 10%.
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Fill in shafts and ramps may experience a _stn_r potential forsettlement than the drift fill due to the introduction of and potentially
subsurface waters, and the :ater height and subsequent consolidation

that be taken to reduce the potential
_oreSSures.There are several _ons cansettlement in the shafts, some of which are taken from knowledge gained
from dam construction. These actions are listed below.

• Avoid locating shaft and ramp entry points in flood-prone treas.

• Maintain a dry baek_ by _ watch into the rock nm_. As noted by
Seed et al. (1978), two rockflll dams withstood moderately strong
with no _ctnt demase and if the rock_ is kept dry, they _ould be able
to withst_d extremely strongshaking with only minor deformation.

, • Compact the rockfiU to increase its shear stren_h and decrease its
_ compre_'bifiW (Leps, 19'70,Marachi et aL, 1972; _ 1973; Donaghe and
i Cohen, 197f_;'CT/tarlesand Watts, 1980; and Charles and Soares, 1.984)- . This
i generalizalion is clearly consistent with historical work on the relauons.hip
; between relative density and potential settlement, Le., the lower the relauve

density, the greeter the settlement.

_ • Emplace rockffll wh/ch is well graded rather than un/formly graded. As
suggested by Penman (1971), rockfil] settlement caused loading and wetting

_ can be minimized and prevented from moving into a denser packing by
' including sufficient fine-shzedmaterials to fill in the voids. This has the effect

.i of reducing the contacts between the l_ger panicles, thereby reducing the
:, breakage andsubsequently the rotation of the particles.

By compacting a well-graded roclcfill, an adequately low hydraulic
conductiv/ty can be achieved...While no analyses on the settlement of granular
materials have been presented m this paper, discrete-element methods show
potential for evaluaung the effect of settlement (Dobry and Ng, 1989; and
Cundall and Hart, 1989).

_o Re Ts_nse of Deforr_able Seals

The objectives of these.analyses ar..etwofold: (1) to dete .r_. e ff _ere is

soan_frequency dependence, i.e., dynamic load _mphficauon" wlthin a stiff andseal (6.1-m diameter) in both fractured, welded v.tffand nonwelded tuff; and
(2) to understand the response, i.e., the magnitude of the loads, tensile forces,

' at the seal interflice due to seismic loads. The rockend potential for opening
mass was modeled-as an equiveJent elastic continuum for these initial studies
because of difficulties in interpreting more complex models. The. ]_ro_..rties
associated with the soft seal are meant only to represent a material which is
considerably more deformable than the stiff seal. These analyses do not
consider the mechan/cs of settlement of cohes|onless granular materials.
However, the analyses of the soft seal may sdequately represent a densely
compacted rockfil] containing cohesive (clay-like) additives.

6 Fernandez



The purpose of the first objective is to assess the suitability in using
pseudostauc analyses to evaluate the _c response of inclusions (stiff and
soft).in rock° As cited in Hendron, Jr. and Fernandez (1983), dynamic
amolification of stresses associated with a seismic wave should not occur in the
wansof ifunderground o_nings wavelength of the wave is.at least 8 times
larger, than the width of the opening. They concluded that m underground
opemnss less than 3_ _o 45 m, built in good to excellent rock (sbe_ wave
velocity, _ m/s), the _c ..Rresa .amplificationis _ negl_'ble. Here,
the .potenual for dynamic ampHficauon of a ngtd seal m an underground
opemng _s_

For the second objective, the focus is to understand the potential for
debonding to occur at the sea-rock interface, and ff it does occar, the magnitude
of the separation. This mode of deformation was selected be.cause it could
create a pathway for air.or water along the ems of the seal. Bending of the seal
and development of axial stress alo_ the seal have a tendency to develop cracks
perpendiclx]_ to the axis of the seal.

t:,..Vi0_uationof Freouencv Deoendencv-Four geologic locations were considered
for emplacement of sealing-compofients--TCw, Pl'n, TSw2, and CHnl. The
TC'w,PTn, and TSw2 would be encountered in the shafts and the ramps while
the TSw2 and the CHnl would be encountered in the drifts. The relative
orientation and general description of these geologic units were discussed
earlier.

The properties used in the analyses are given in Table 1. The peak
particle velocities (PPV)used in the analyses ranged from 20 to 50 cm/s. These
correspond to return periods of approximately 3,000 and 10,000 years,
respectrvely (URS/John A. Blume & _ates, Engineers, 1986).

To evaluate the suitability of using pseudostatic analyses for assessing the
dynamic effects of seismic motions on a stiff seal, the following approach was
adopted:

Step 1. Calculate the far-field stress state.
Step 2. Using the calculated far-field stresses in a rock mass, compute

the stresses within the seal using a dosed-form solution.
Step 3. Perform static and dynamic analyses using a numerical solution.

The static analysis is compared with the closed-form solution for
verification.

Step 4. Compare the results from the static and dynamic analyses to
determine if there is dynamic amplification.

The far-field stresses were computed (Step 1) using the following formulae
for body waves from Jaeger and Cook (1979):

o = and
- -VG/



Table I. Rock'. and _ Properfics_Used in Analyses
=.. _ ,, a ,,, --

i __ i i i __.

Tk'aCanyonMember(TCw) 2,310 0.10 2.35=101o
Paintbrush Nonwelded Unit (PTn) 1,580 0.19 4.10 x 10p

Topopab SpringMember (TSw2) 2,320 0.22 2.35 x 101o

CalicoHi_ Nonwelded
Zeolitic (CH lz) 1,920 0.16 1.63x 101°

Stiff Sealc 2,3(X) 0.18 2.80x 101o

SoftScald 1,780 035 1.72x 10s

.Density, _ and E for the geologic units were taken from Subramanian et al.,
1990andrepresent bulk rock properties.. _ _ r_ 4 .-.-- "11/2
bValues for Cp Cs, K, and G were computed from C__= L(,I_+ _ u]/pj
(rearra:uged from Jaeger and Cook, 1979),

C, =(G_/2
K = E/[3(1.2_,)]anda = _/p(1 . ,)l.

cSeal assumed to have typicalconcrete prope_es.
aSeal assumed to have much lower E and higher, values as compared to the
concrete seal.

where o and r are the induced far-field stresses, V is the particle veloc_,, is
Poisson's ratio, E is Young's Modulus, G is the shear modulus, C__is the
propagation veloclty of the P-wave, and C, is the propagation veloci_ _ the S-
wave. These stresses were applied as loads to plane.strsin m.odels of _ _ed
opening, with boundary conditions resulting m a free-field principal stress state
for P-waves of:

01 mO

O2m _1 0'

oriented with the load application axis; for S.waves, a pure-shear condition
res_ in:

Olmr

0 2 _ -,r

with the principal _ oriented at 45 degrees to the load axis.



To compare the static and dynamic analysis results from dynamic analysis"
code,.a dosed-form soJu.tion(Jaeger and Cook, 1979) was used to compute the
prina_ stress.... state within a seal surrounded by a rock.mass (Step 2). . These.
equauons g_ve the stresses m a ctrcular elasuc mdumon bonded to an infinite
elastic me,cHumloaded byknown f_'-field stresses. The equations used are

[k(x+2)+to]k(x+I) [k(x-Z)-x,,,+2)k(x+I) +
010 mx ......... o I d.... o 2

_2k+xo.t)(kx+X) 2(_+xo-X)Ox+!)

[k(x..2)-xo+l]k(x+t) [k(x+2)+xolk(x+t)
0_0 = o'1 4" ..... o 2

2(2k+xo-t)(kx+t) _:Zk+xo-t)(kx+t)

where am/oz0 represents the maximum and..minimumprincipal str .e_. in the
inclusion, ol and o2are the maximum and mmunum fax-field stresses, mis GoG;
x=3-4_ for plane strain, and subscript o means inclusion.

Using the computer code UDEC .(Universal Distinc_ Element Code)l
(ITASCA, 1991), both static and dynan_c anaJyses were performed(Step 3).
Because the predo .minantenergy c¢_tent for seismic motions at Yucca Mountain
is con.t_ed in mouons havin8 fre_+aencies < 10 Hz based on_response sl_ec_,
analysis at the surface (URS_John A. Blume & Associates, e.ngmeers, lyee),
two frequencies were evaluated, 1 and 10 Hz, for both the P- ano _-wave
generated stresses. Additionally, the static case was also evaluated. The
boundary conditions used for the UDEC runs are illustrated in.Figure 3.

+_

1UDEC was used for ali dynamic analyses. UDEC is a discontinuum code which
simulates the medium as an assemblage of discrete deformable blocks that
/nterac_ through corner and edge contacts. UDEC. uses an expli_t dynami'c
algorithm which allows large displacements and rotauons of bloc+ks,m.add/_on
to general constitutive behavior for both the mau';.xaria discontinuiues+ +the
vermon of UDEC used in _ paper was a.plane-strain version. For dynami'c
problems described here, simple harmomc loa..dswere app.lied as boundary
tractions, although UDEC can accept generalized t/me nmtories ot stress,
displacement, or velocity. Although+l_e!gh dampi_ is available in UDEC, no
damping was applied in..a_ of the _c anaJy_, because b?_. _e rock .mass,,
and the seals were _nmdered to be linear matenah. Althou.gn tt m rec0gmzeo
that natural dynamJc systems have some degree of damping, the undmnped

were conservauve mr me present purpcnes.

l 9 Fernandez
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Representative results comparing the analytical and numerical (UDEC)
solutions are shown in Figure 4. The PTn and TSw2 runs depicted here
represent a seal in rock havihg a low and h/gh elastic modulus,, r_ely, lt is
assumed that the P.wave causes a no-lateral strata condition, whereas the S-
wave causes pure shear. Plane strain conditions are also assumed for the cases

where the frequeucies are 1 and 10 H_ A _ wave _ tmumed to be the inst
wave form..The far field stresses, o and r, used m the UDEC runs were
computed as indicated _ove using a PPV of 30 ¢m/s.

Results of t_e analyses show that: (1) static results fro.m UDEC _e
verified by the anal_ical solutions, (2) there is no apprectable dynamic
amp'l_icau,onta.thestiffsealat1 or I0I-Iz,(3)there_ tittle._ornodyne?
ampl._cat.lon, m the soft seal at 1 Hz, and (4) there _s fag_.cant o'yn_.c
amplificauon m the soft teal at 10 Hz, rangn_ from 1.8 to 3.0 roues the static
case (altbOu__ stresses are still much low.er-than _e .appfi.edlos,:: for the free-
field loads). The phenomenon of dynamic smplificauon m the case of the soft
seal r_.ts from sl_'aingrad!ents as the wavefront .crossesthe opening. _ can
be seen m Figure 5, which shows maximum dssplacements au.d maximum
principal stress vectors experienced iu the seal during the initial dynamic
!oadinjg. As the wavefron.t first impinges .on the bottom of the. opening, the
inclusion offers little resistance to the distortion of the opemng. A stress
gradient is established in the inclusion as it conforms to the opening
deformation. Figure 5 captures the period of peak gradient and dynamic
amplification, with the top of the opening beginning to translate. Finally, as the
pulse passes the opening, the entire ope_n_ has translated. However, st is omy
slightly distorted, and gradients in the seal are less than the maximum distortions
shown on Figure 5.

Although more analysis is needed for definitive recommendations, the
following rough guidelines are suggested: (1) pseudostatic analysis (which offers
considerable simplicity) is justii_.ed under expeaed conditions of earthquake
loading when the seal has elasuc _properties not too dissimilar from the rock
(F_./F_ less than 10). If the seal is very much softer than. the rock, dynamic
analys_smay be required for precise results, particularly at h_gherfrequencies.

Debondin_ of the Se_-Rock Interface

Principal stresses within the seal vary depending on the elastic properties
of the rock and the seaL As part of the _ performed to support the results
in the previous section,_ the maximumprincipal s.tresseswere compuL0d.The
highest range of values (1.6 MPa.for a _/s loading and 4 MPa for a 50-cm/s
loading) were computed for a stiff seal m the welded tuff units, TCw and TSw2.
The lowest r.ange of values (0.4 MPa for a _/s loading and 1 MPa for a
50-cm/s. 1_) were co.rePUtedfor a soft _ m the n.onvJelded..FTnunit. In
general, me ntgnes_ seal stresses are encountereo tn me suner seal ano
surroundedby the stiffer rocks,

Recognizing that (1) the seismic motions .m'.eoscillator_ and induce
compressional and tenuo.nal stresses.;(2) _e debonding P0tentisl ts the lp'eatest
when subjected to a maxmmn__tensile force, Lc., the maximum principst stress;
(3) bond stresses can range from approximately 1 to 4 MPa (Licastro et st.,
1990) between grout and tuff, 0.6 to 2.5 MPa for cementitious material and
basalt, and 0.3"MPa for compacted sand-clay mixtures and basalt (Clayton,
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1981); and (4)compressive inte.rf.ace stresses can be d.eveloped during the
placement of cementmous matensls by using a slight injection pressure and
tem.l.._,ramre w.ntrol of the _mentitious _ material (C_. et aL, 1992),.it is
possible to resmt the potenual for debondmg. However, m ._.me situauons,
particularly a cohesi0nless earthen maten_al in contact w_th rock, where
i_sfactory bonding may not be achievable, separation _ occur. For this
situation, estimates o_ the magnitude for debonding are prowded below.

. To obtain an estimate Of the magnitude of the aperture d_.eloped at the
mterfaco,. _eral pseudostauc analyses were. performed assuming seals were
located within the Frn and TSw2 g_log_c .um_ts.The response of two types o_
seals were evaluated--one represenung a stsf concrete _ (E=28 OPe and
_=0.18) and the other a sofc _ (E=0.17 GPa _ _=0.35)o The mode.Iwas
loaded at the base with a pseudostafic shear u_'uon equivalent to a mnple
tuumon/c stress wave.

A series of runs were performed over the range of 20 to 50 cm/s. For the
avenm'e studies, the interface zone was assumed to be initially debonded, Le., no

shear or tensile stresses were transferred across the b0.un,dary. A sti_. esa wa_assigned to the interface zone that was generally compauble with the stiffne._..,o
the seal. Simple compressional and shear loadings were separaxeiy appueo.
UDEC has the capability to directly momtor the history of aperture changes at
the interface. Resi_lts from the shear-wave loading arediscussed below.

The results of these analyses are shown in Figure 6. A maximum aperture
of -360 _,m occurred at a simulated load equivalent to 50 cm/s for the soft seal
in the PTn unit. The maximum aperture occurs alon[_ the bounda_ at 45
degrees from the normal to the.load application sunace (i.e., trom me mrection
of incidence of the simulated setsmic wave). The results for the seal in the TSw2
unit show somewhat lower peak aperture values than the PTn unit. An
explanation follows.

The calculated aperture is a function of the stiffness ratio of the two
materials as well as the Poisson's ratio. Under shear loading, the hole would
tend to deform into an oval with its axes oriented at 45 degrees to the direction
of load application as sho...wnin Figure 7. A reversal of the shear wave would
deform the opening in a l/ke manner 90 degrees from the deformations si_own
on Figure 7. H._,Fe 6 illustrates a lower aperture development in the TSw2 unit
as compared with the Frn unit. This is anticipated because the opening in the
TSw2 Unitis less deformable.

The seal, be'.m8very close fitting, will interact with the o_aled opening
along its minor _ developing a pas.sire.rea.ctmnproportional.to the.seal's
stiffness. The inclusmn will ¢_ somewhat less man me opening, oepenmng on
its properties, causingopening of the boundary crack. The boundary crack
opem.'ng will reach its maximum value along the major axis of the ovaled
opemng.

In the case of the stiff seal, a significant reaction w_.develop at the contact
voint. This interaction will modify the shape of the opemng, lessening,the
boundary crack opening. This will be temperedsomewhat by _e faa mat a stil_,
seal will not expand in the direction of the major axis as much as a sorter seaJ

11 Fernandez



The soft seal develops a small reaction to the deformation and has little
influence on the deformed shape of the ope_

• The re..s_..tspr.oyi.dea brosd, estimated.ruSe of ape.rmres .for. various
sealing cond/ttons which could d.evelop during the transient semmc wave.
__ __ o_ .emit_ the_ _ _ _r,
iti, pinta,redotf_n_ of_ _ mi_. _ oecu_dueto._

• _ _i_.___'__tdeformation could be .zero up to that presented in Fspre G. If,
perfo .r_nance vsewpomt, an unsccepiably_ larse aperture developed, the
_on above/ndkma that the _ o_ rbe i_al hndrbe rock mms should
be,_. Th_ would result in a m/_ of rbe ovalb_ that would occur
between the seal and the rock, Le., reduc/_ apertured_nt.

C:riti_J.A,n_eof

De_nOina on ,.he _mOe between incident _ and the seal ori.eu..ration,
the structm_alresponse _ vary. The ob_ctive in this .se_.'on is to esuw .mn.me
nutgnitude of the maximumload, which Willoccur at a critical angle of ,i_idc_ce
for a three.dimension_ earthquake

__htal, andtheP-and Sv-three com_nents-the Fmwave, which is alwa_
wa.res, wh/c.hdepend on _e m_gleof "m_dence(see Fig_e 8a.). _ .mag_'_.Oe
ot me earmquaze contro, mouon ts oenneo mte .r_nsof _ partite vesocty.
"Ihe control motion is d/sm'buted to the seismic mouon as touows

Vp = V,/cos e

V., = _fcos e

where V is the _ .y_.,cle velocity, V, is the vertical velocity which is 2/3V,
and p (from 0" to 45") is the angle of incidence (Subramanianet aL, 1990).

To compute the critical angle of incidence for shafts and drifts, the
following steps were taken.'

as mdicazeo m _uo_ et al. t]y'_v, lame _-]). lx_se su-mm oenne mc
seismic load. The summ sre dependent on (1) the _ .p..arti."de velocity, (2) the
wave speed (a material property), and (3) the m_e oTfmmden_.. The wave
speed is different for etch rock ty_.; t. se_ table cn summ _ ce
tbr.e_h rock type: The angle Of incidence and the peak pa_de velomty are
vLned in the analym.

r,e_e,Jeddriftsandsealedshafts.. Step3 appttes ex_usive._yto _ an¢l,Stepo
applies exclusively to seals in drifts and shafts.



_-If random phas/n_can be maun_ it k not necessary to supe_ the
effectof _ Wav_.The 100-40-40rule(Newmark_d Hall,1_7S__ often

used to supe_'impose stresses or stra/ns resultin 8 from randoraly phased
coincident waveforms. The combinat/om of interest are

For conservatism, ro'aim from _ll three combinations are mlculat_ and the

,'.rm_orm the sm_ field m the X-Y plane, Le., the p!a_. of the sh_
cross secuo_, to the X'Z plan¢_Le., the plane ofd_e drift cross secuon.

_Un__s__s_. fields in the plane of the shafts and drifts, compute the

m_e Fr°m__h__dSe_._d_. principal ,tresses (free field)plane

_p__ From those se_. n.dar_" principalstresses, ol and o2.co.repute the princi.'pal
stre.sse_,ol0.and o_ within the drift and shaft seals. This _elauonship m grven
earlier m this paper.

Foilowing the completion of these calculations, :he critical an_e of
incidence of the seismic wave, the critical waveform combination, and the
__s'mde of the. peak suess .aree_lusted. Ali results are based on a PPV of 30

and a horizontal velocl_ of 20 cm/s. Table 2 presents the maximum
stresses in the rock, os, and in the concrete seal, o_0.

Figu.re 81) shows that the critical angle of incidence for the shaft is 30
of _ (the an_e I by the directionof the incoming

_ep'ees m the ran_e formedse_snuc wave and shaft) from 0 to 30 degrees._ At this angle, a princi'pa]
stress of 3.02 MPa is developed in the seal, located m the TSw2 F6rmadon.
Because the material property contrast between the concrete and the rock is
small, the stress concentrauon in the seal is only 1.04 times the free-field stress.

Also, the stresses within a soft seal and at the interface will be substantially
less than the concrete seals.

Figure 8¢ shows the results for drifts. Note that the drift is horizontal and
is rotate_ m the XY plane _byan m_lie, _, formed by the _ and X'Z plaueso
The incident wave is mmme,d to be in the XZ plane. "Foecriticalangles are, -

a pea_ stress m a seal m _ 3_w2 of 4.31 _.__, which h also 1.04 times the_eld
stres,_.

In .eneral, drift seah are more hifO_ stressed than shaft seals. The worst
case _aSrift seal in the TSw2 formation.

,

_As concluded in Subramanian et aL (1990) the largest amplitude ,body _t.ve.s
.aree_ to emerge at an angle less thmi about 3Udegrees from the vertical,
s.e_ _ = 0-30 de_ee_

i1 13 Fernandez



Table 2. Rock (os).and _ (oi0) Str_.in a
_1_ and Dr_ m-lnree oemo_c ronnauons

.... Drift

umt ws uso us ui0 Ratio
JlJ J l Mm [

Frn 0.92 1.32 1.35 1.95 1.44

TSw2 2.91 3.02 4.15 4,31 1.04
(or TCw)

CHIz 2.86 3.41 1.88 2.23 1.19

From these aZ_eYSes,it is concluded that stresses in critically .orienteddriftseals within TSw2. about 50% h/gher than seah ".tacritically one.n.todshahs.
Also, the three.dlmensional, combined wave.loading results in hlgher seal
stresses than the simple plane harmonic wave loading.

Three deformational modes for sealin_ comvonents have been considered
in this paper--offset, by fault slippage, se-ttleme"nt due to v/brato.ry ground
motions, and debonding of the r_k and seal due to v_brato.rygrouno mouons.
The following conclusions assocla_d with these deformauonal modes were
reached.

• It is hit.hlyunlikely that the "displacementof the seating comlx)nents due to
fault .slippage will significantly degrade the ability to effectively seal the
reposltory.

. lt is highly unlikely that a sign_ cant amo.unt of theodr_.,ba..c_ will.sere
due to liquefactmn effects, the potentiaJ zor snan.nu semement .auc to
liquefaction effects can be substantially reduced by unplementmg se)ectec!
deslgn measures, suchasavoiding locating shaft and ramp entry p0mta in
floOd-prone areas and maintaining a dr,../shif'tfill by drainingwaters into the
rock mass through shaft I'_er removal, if neceumT.

• Potent/al settlement of dry and moist ¢triftand shaft fill can be reduced by
emplaci_ a densely compacted, well-graded filL

• For earthen seals, debonding is more likely due to the low bond strength
which can be developed.

. Assuminz debonding between the seal and rock does occur, the greater
.a_rmre _eveloPment would be,for a .soft teal in nonwel.de.dtuff. Howler,
ff from a se.al.perfo .rmance viewpoint, an unacceptamy sarge aperture
developed, !t Is posst.ble to reduce, the potenual for debonding through
proper design and lmplementat.ton of construction procedures for
cementitious l_eah. For euunple, des!g_ a seal h.avmga stiffness similar to
the rock mass would lower the potentiil for debonding.

i_ 14 Fernandez
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Although not part of the deformational mode evaluations, it was
concluded that for a stiff seal in welded or nonwelded tu_ _c effect of the
_ound mctions on the stress state within the seal was minimal.. From this
0bserv.ation it .was concluded that a pseudosmtic _ appr0a.¢_ to so_
•mam/cenluatiomof.stiff overthefre, .e.naesof mterest.mrea..ruble.
For _ soft _ dymmi'c mnplification win..m_ted by numen.cal soluu.om.
Therefore, st was concluded flat the applicability of pseudmtauc _ m
mtess dynamic response of soft seals needs further e_duauon over a oroao
range o_ frequenctes, such as development of r_me spectra for the teal
system.

lt was also th_ that stress effe .cit on _ .varydue m.,the angl.e .of
incidence of the teism/¢ wave. Stresses m enti.caUyonemed _ teals ro.thin
TSw2 are -50% higher than scadsin criticallyonented shafts with the specified
wave form.
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